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Overview

A Pay it Forward, Rewarded, Crypto Driven Social Networking Platform for this next Generation of Web3 that 
PAYS YOU! 

This free speech user friendly platform is for any individual who wants to express their freedoms ( unless outside of 
user safety, see Terms of Use ), experience & potentially gain financial independence through the next generation 
digital currency AKA, Pay It Forward "PIF" Token and at even a Beginner or Novice level of Crypto Currency 
knowledge, you can potentially become financially successful. These next level innovative Platform Rewards & 
Pay it Forward rewards are distributed equally to all enabled users daily, including several other Ready Made ways 
to earn throughout the platform. All of us as crypto enthusiasts and crypto professionals alike owe it to ourselves to 
have a dedicated platform and Podium where we can all use the power of crypto to its fullest potential. The 
Benefactor's embedded power of Crypto-Currency will change lives to a new way to wealth. Grow with us and set 
your financial expectations HIGH because we are here to stay and WILL Endure ANY market conditions. 

Darren Guimont - Founder 
Wishing you the most prosperous 
experience & may good fortune 

come your way!

Your
Earning

Potential is
x3 from our

3 Network
Launch. 
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An Exemplary Win Win approach in which users get Platform Rewards

& Pay it Forward rewards from 3 Networks just from basic platform

utilization. The Benefactor is Built for YOU!

The Benefactor is nothing without our native PIF token and our PIF token 
is nothing without The Benefactor. Both in perfect UNISON!

Our Vision: To be a GO-TO all in one Social Networking Platform using 
Crypto-Currency to its fullest potential with our VAST amounts of Utilities 
& Use-Case to supplement any income.

Our Mission: To bring confidence to the public in the Crypto Space & 
Social Networking Space. Promote individuality, Freedom of Speech and 
Entrepreneurship to the World.

https://thebenefactor.net/terms-of-use


The Benefactor's 
Executive Team

Darren Guimont 
Founder, Developer / USA

Joe Kastigar
Director of Public Relations, AMA Host / USA 

Paul Morgan
Chief Compliance Officer "CCO" / USA

Darren.Guimont@thebenefactor.net 
Visit Executive Board Members for Darren's Bio

Joe.Kastigar@thebenefactor.net 
Visit Executive Board Members for Joe's Bio

Paul.Morgan@thebenefactor.net
Visit Executive Board Members for Paul's Bio
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Binance Smart Chain ( BSC ) PIF Token address:

Ethereum ( ETH ) PIF Token address:

Polygon ( MATIC ) PIF Token address: 

There will be no PIF token Bridging capabilities for your investment protection. Written 
in the Token Contracts.

500,000,000 initial token supply with 3 1/2% allocated to executive team members.

Identical Tokenomics for each of the 3 Networks.

Private Sale: 25,000,000 tokens @ $0.015 cents ( 1 1/2 pennies ) per token per network is allocated for Private 
Sale Purchases. Funds are allocated for the ongoing UI & UX upgrades & advanced development to become 
fully operational and for the MANY utility projects into making TheBenefactor.net the most TRUSTED, 
Prestigious, Crypto Driven Social Networking Platform in the associated Block Chain Networks.
**NOTE** Private Token Sale purchase is a 66.67% value added increase at Platform & Token launch!

Pre-Sale: 75,000,000 tokens @ $0.02 cents ( 2 pennies ) per token per network is allocated for pre-sale 
purchases. 70% ( 52,500,000 Tokens ) sent directly to liquidity and 30% ( 22,500,000 Tokens ) sent to the initial 
Pay it Forward rewards account for platform users in increments of 2.5% ( 562,500 Tokens ) per day starting at 
platform launch until fulfilled  ( 40 Straight Days of GUARANTEED fixed Payout ). These amounts are contingent 
upon full pre-sale buyout.
**NOTE** Token Pre-Sale purchase is a 25% value added increase at Platform & Token launch!

Launch Price: The projected launch price per token is $0.025 ( 2 1/2 pennies ). Initial token circulation is 
dependent on success of pre-sale. If there is no pre-sale buy-out then initial token circulation will be reduced to 
maintain the projected $0.025 per token at launch then all remaining tokens will be added into circulation at price 
and volume discretion for stabilization. 

PIF
Tokenomics
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3% Buy Tax & 3% Sell Tax with 5% of that total tax 
going back to Platform Users and Investors.

2.0% buy tax sent to liquidity for newly minted tokens to generate Platform Rewards. 
0.5% buy tax sent to Paid per Click Rewards. 
0.5% buy tax sent to platform marketing wallet.

2.0% sell tax sent to liquidity for newly minted tokens to generate Platform Rewards. 
0.5% sell tax sent to Paid per Click Rewards.
0.5% sell tax sent to platform marketing wallet.

BUY TAX
3%

SELL TAX
3%

PIF
Tokenomics cont'd

Liquidity: Locked indefinitely, visit Platform DAO

Minting: Any abundant daily minted PIF tokens that do not equal the daily buy & sell 
token tax ( 2% - 4% ) for generating Platform Rewards gets transferred to the 
Platform DAO to get voted on for allocation as they are none liquid tokens. Protection 
for a stable investment.

If the monetary value ( $ amount ) of the buy & sell token tax ( 2% - 4% ) is more than 
daily minted token value then that tax overflow continually gets rolled over to the next day 
to generate Platform Rewards for payouts. Amounts are sent to the Platform DAO
to be transparently disbursed the following day(s) to enabled platform users.



PIF Token Use-Case
PIF token uses are donations, subscriptions, 3 platform lotteries, banner advertising 
fees, paid per-click banner ads, tipping, BeneSwap fees added to Pay it Forward 
rewards ( Q-3 / 2023 ) and The Podiums optional Live-Streaming entrance fee for your 
premium content ( Q-3 - Q-4 / 2023 ). The future ( 2024 plans ) consist of an NFT 
Marketplace, BeneXchange.net & The Benefactor Marketplace where users can create 
their own store front with products and services & PIF tokens can be used to purchase 
goods and services. More use-case underway for the future!

The Podium
Chat with your following and open up a Live-Stream with your worldwide Audience / 
Following to present your content with screen share functionality. Add an optional user 
entrance fee for your premium Live-Streams with tipping available in real time and also 
open multiple Podium blog groups to add a subscription fee for your premium content 
for subscribers in which case will benefit you times 2 now, from obviously the 
subscription fees & also your PIF token investment can inherently increases with rising 
subscribers.

Platform NFT Marketplace
( launching 2024  ) The Benefactor NFT Marketplace is where any user can Buy, Sell 
and or Trade any NFT using our native PIF Token. You can create your own NFT 
community with custom categories, Live-Streaming is available for any type of live NFT 
event and or function to reach your world audience.

Donations
Natural Disasters, Hardships, Donations, Charities, etc are just some of Crypto 
Currencies great world wide uses. Create your own page if this relates to you to 
receive donations in our native PIF Token.

 Utility & Use-Case
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Utilities & Use-Case Cont'd

Platform Rewards
Platform rewards are built into TheBenefactor.net ( Please, refer to users account under 
Enable Rewards ) These rewards come from newly minted tokens that are generated 
from the 2% buy & 2% sell token tax that get sent equally & immediately in real time to 
all enabled users on the platform. This is next level innovation. It has NEVER been 
easier to earn your reward tokens which are deposited straight into your platform 
rewards account in real time. Get rewarded easily from basic user utilization. Platform 
rewards are dependent on daily volume.

Banner Advertisement
Banner advertisements utilize PIF tokens for payment. Advertisers can only use PIF 
Tokens to purchase their banner advertisement(s) to be listed throughout the platform 
and soon on BeneSwap.net, BeneWallet.net, TheBeneBank.net and BeneXchange.net. 
20% of banner advertising fees go straight to Pay it Forward rewards and the remainder 
goes to marketing, platform operating costs & monthly token burn.

Paid Per Click Banner Ads
We supply the banners for you to advertise us "TheBenefactor.net". You 
will have a unique identifying serial # attached to the banner we supply for you 
to responsibly solicit to get paid per click in PIF tokens per network 
selected. For more info please visit users account / Banner Advertisement.
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Ready Made Rewards
Enable your Ready Made Rewards ( Please, refer to users account under Enable Rewards ) 
with a single mouse click ( Platform Rewards & Pay it Forward Rewards ). This is perhaps the 
most straight forward easiest approach to earn a supplemental income from our native PIF 
token without experiencing any of the complex complications that include but not limited to yield 
farming to garner rewards. For example, creating liquidity pairs, staking liquidity pairs ( LP 
Tokens ), harvesting reward tokens, eventually un-staking LP Tokens and then removing LP 
Tokens from the farm to your wallet, "Say Whaaaaat"! There are transaction fees associated 
with every one of those steps and it gets to be a very confusing process. These scenarios are 
nonexistent on our platform but with all the same or similar rewards and benefits from our 
exemplary Ready Made utilities and rewards.

Additionally, there are several other ways to earn throughout our platform without any 
complications.

Pay It Forward Rewards
Pay it Forward rewards is a Generous Benefit in which The Benefactor pays it forward to all 
enabled platform users equally ( Please, refer to users account under Enable Rewards ). Initial 
monetary $ value will be added to Pay it Forward rewards from pre-sale funds. Initial amount is 
dependent on success of pre-sale. Furthermore, 20% of all lottery ticket purchases, 20% of all 
banner advertisement revenue that will come from several associated websites and platforms 
( HUGE REWARDS ), 5% of all donation withdrawals, 0.15% per swap fee from BeneSwap 
( Q-3 - Q-4 / 2023 ), 0.025% per trade fee & 2.5% from user lending fees from BeneXchange 
( MASSIVE REWARDS, launching late 2024 ), 0.5% of all earnings withdrawals and 0.5% of all 
platform rewards withdrawals are added to Pay It Forward rewards that will get distributed 
equally to every enabled platform users earnings account immediately in real time. These 
amounts are dependent on daily volume. With continued success of the platform, additional 
Pay it Forward rewards will be added in the near future.

User activity is essential for all 3 network rewards and will automatically deactivate after 2 days 
if there is ZERO account activity ( Please, refer to users account under Enable Rewards ). 
Platform utilization is key, it's just like a regular job, if you don't work you don't get paid!
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BeneSwap.net
The only place in crypto to Swap BSC PIF, ETH PIF and MATIC PIF tokens. BeneSwap 
charges a 0.25% per swap fee and of that, 0.15% swap fee goes directly to Pay it 
Forward rewards per network each swap takes place on. The remaining 0.1% per swap 
fee goes to BeneSwap operating costs. BeneSwap is embedded into The Benefactor 
for token purchases to either add to your wallet or spending account on the platform. 
BeneSwap.net is a stand alone platform to swap your tokens whether it's PIF or other 
tokens listed on the swap. 20% of Banner Advertisement revenue on BeneSwap.net 
goes to Pay it Forward rewards. Built for PIF token investors and The Benefactor users.

https://beneswap.net/
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BeneWallet.net
The platforms very own dedicated wallet for ease of use and most efficient way to 
transfer your platform earnings and rewards. TheBeneBank & BeneSwap will be 
fully integrated into BeneWallet.net.

More to come on this section as production gets near!

https://benewallet.net/
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TheBeneBank.net

( Projected Completion TBA, 2024 ) Withdraw your PIF Earnings or Rewards and many 
other tokens & coins that will be listed straight to your online "TheBeneBank.net" 
account and spend it like cash ( visit the Road Map for further future updates ). Open a 
Checking and or Savings account along with an ATM cash/check debit visa or 
mastercard to be sent ( Snail Mail "USPS" ) to your address provided so you can 
conveniently spend/save or withdraw your Crypto tokens as cash at any ATM. 

More to come on this section as production gets near!

https://thebenebank.net/
https://thebenefactor.net/roadmap
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BeneXchange.net

HUGE Utility & Use Case ( late 2024 ) BeneXchange.net Generously Benefits The Benefactor 
Platform Users. The BeneXchange charges a flat 0.075% per trading fee in which case 0.025% per 
trading fee goes directly to the daily Pay it Forward reward network that those traded tokens reside 
under. All un-associated trading fees of networks that other tokens trade under will be divided and sent 
equally to each of our 3 PIF token networks Pay it Forward rewards accounts, Binance, Ethereum and 
Polygon. The remaining 0.05% per trading fee goes to BeneXchange operating costs. Example, KuCoin 
is one of the largest global Crypto Currency exchanges by trade volume that does approximately 
$500,000,000 to well over 1 billion + dollars in daily volume ( $ ). The 0.025% per trading fee and 2.5% 
User Lending fee could potentially be the largest monetary reward in crypto that goes back to users from 
a single utility. With continued success of this platform the rewards could potentially reach millions of 
dollars going to Pay it Forward rewards daily just from BeneXchange. Also 20% of all Banner 
Advertising fees on BeneXchange.net gets sent to daily Pay it Forward rewards.

User Lending: BeneXchange provides a user lending service that allows it's users to lend out their 
personal funds for interest payments from their borrowers contingent on borrowers account having the 
necessary percentage of collateral ( $ ) for interest payments available for initializing their loan. Those 
initial collateral funds ( $ ) shall be locked until either loan is canceled by borrower and prorated 
thereafter or loan expires for full interest payment from borrower. If borrowers account were to go below 
the systems calculated minimal threshold $ value, said account will be liquidated to protect lenders 
assets. BeneXchange collects a User Lending platform fee of 7.5% of the accrued interest payment, 
which shall be deducted on the date in which the loan interest falls due or canceled and owing by the 
borrower ( the, Service Fee ) for either a prorated or full interest amount. 2.5% of the accrued interest 
payment is sent to Pay it Forward rewards & the remaining 5% is for the BeneXchange operating costs.

More to come on this section as production gets near!

https://benexchange.net/
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Stable Investment Category: Keeping the BIG Conventional ( CEX ) exchanges away from YOUR hard 
earned investments from their ability to short your Token / Coin positions in this Stable Investment Category. 
Tokens and Coins in this category have BOT, Short position, bear market circuit breaker protection and options 
to set and send Alerts directly to your device. The BeneXchange protects YOU the Investor from deep pockets 
and institutional manipulators from short position trading, algorithmic trading and momentarily suspends trading 
from downward spikes from our bear market circuit breaker. Risk management is at the forefront in our Stable 
Investment Category. Our built in algorithm detects multi use trading signals from BOT's & Day Traders alike 
from specific IP addresses ( etc ) and suspends them by putting them in an indefinite time out, per Stable 
Investment Category to protect your investment from any potential malicious downward trending volatility. We 
all know the FUD ( Fear Uncertainty & Doubt ) starts when these events happen. BOT's are programs coded for 
algorithmic trading either Tokens, Coins, Stocks or Futures etc. These programs are efficient and effective if 
done properly. The whole reason behind The Benefactor is for our Platform users to be able to supplement their 
income or potentially become financial independent through the platform's native PIF token and not so much for 
the day trader seeking to solely disrupt and descend the token price using a psychological tactical approach in 
which creates FUD and panic sellers then occur. All that to once again buy in lower and obviously sell higher, 
rinse and repeat. This protection fights against these scenarios on the BeneXchange Stable Investment 
Category to maintain a steady investment and greatly lower the volatility for your investments. This is not 
financial advice to invest in the Stable Investment Category or any Token or Coin for that matter. Please do your 
own research for your investments.

Day Trader Category: This category is purely speculative trading / investing and no BOT or Short position 
protection is available for Tokens and Coins in this Day Trader Category but options are available to set and 
send Alerts directly to your device. This is for the day trader seeking volatility, trading long, short and on
margin. Day traders are aware of risks associated with such speculative trades / investments. As a
Day Trader you assume all risks associated with any of your trades and investments in this Day
Trader Category.

Benexchange BOT
Protection

BeneXchange.net Cont'd



Platform & User Security:

At registration all users must 
be verified for permissible use 
of credentials through a text or 
email verification process.

The withdrawal process for
earnings & platform rewards
will require a 2-Factor
Authentication ( 2FA ) using
google Authenticator?

Users will have the option to 
set-up a 2-factor verification for 
login's.

Implement the first "One & Done 
Policy" for scammers, if found 
fraudulent that account gets 
deleted and any earnings amount 
in that account gets burned or sent 
back to appropriate user, if known.
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Q & A: 
Q) Why would people pay to use and view content on your website that is already free
throughout the Internet and why would I transition my following to your platform?

A) This is not your modern-day social media platform it’s a Crypto driven platform which involves
embedded platform rewards, utilities and many Token use-case's. This is a New Generation Non-
Traditional approach for your financial success. First and Foremost the reason for our monetary
system on The Benefactor is so that EVERYONE involved can benefit financially from today's
digital era. All or the majority of Crypto Enthusiast's & Social Media Influencer followers either
know or want to know about Crypto and where the next best investment is. We are sharing our
innovative ways for ANYBODY to earn throughout the platform and how you and your followers
can greatly benefit. You'd be giving your followers the direction, vehicle and tools for their financial
success.

The Benefactor is offering you and your followers an opportunity to transition into a first of it's 
kind unprecedented innovation that has arguably the best and longest-lasting utility to continually 
grow exponentially from an unlimited amount of users from all genres. People that are already 
involved with Crypto have a sense of knowledge in which will benefit them further but for the 
novice & also the ones that have aspirations to learn more about Crypto will have the best 
chance to succeed within our Ready Made To Earn Platform!

Q) What makes your platform better than others?

A) Unprecedented, ease of usability & Ready Made earnings throughout the platform. There’s a
huge lackluster in a tokens trust in the associated crypto networks and The Benefactor is here to
change that with the most comprehensive platform, transparency ( platform DAO ) and innovative
utilities & use-case. Please visit our Executive Board Members for peace of mind. Freedom of
speech throughout social media is imperative for us as individuals to have in our daily lives and this
platform supports free-speech ( unless outside of user safety, see Terms of Use ) along with your
personally selected categories so there isn't any sort of unsolicited material in your news-feed. The
Podium is where users can enter to chat and have a Live-Streaming connection with their world
audience along with the same ways to earn through subscriptions, tipping & an option to set a live-
streaming entrance fee for premium content.
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Q) What do I do if I don't have enough tokens in my spending account to pay for
subscriptions?

A) This is completely understandable and things happen so NO WORRIES if there is not enough
tokens in your spending account. Your subscription(s) will be automatically discontinued until or if
you wish to re-establish it or them manually. There will NEVER be any sort of charge back or any
past due fee's in this situation if you don't have enough tokens for any upcoming subscription
dues.
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The Benefactor
Platform DAO
Decentralized Autonomous Organization
Transparency is at the forefront on The Benefactor with its dedicated platform 
DAO, with its smart contract for automated decision-making whether its for 
token allocation, disbursements, smart contract related etc. This transparency 
distributes the power to the users/investors who will collectively cast votes. 
Furthermore, all users/investors can attain pertinent information through the 
dedicated DAO's Podium group where everyone's voice can be heard.

**NOTE**
Private sale funds will be allocated to seek out and employ a notable 
development group for The Benefactor Platform DAO.

Link will be provided for Locked Liquidity following token launch!

More to come on this section as production gets near!
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